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It is estimated that every 20 moments a child is identified as having autism.The way the wisdom
of many people who have autism can help us to get ready for long term hardships and an
impending renaissance of civility, respect, and compassion. In The Autism Prophecies, award-
winning writer William Stillman, who's someone on the autism spectrum himself, completes his
spiritual trilogy by revealing the truth about autism and its purpose.How parents can distinguish
their child's spiritual interactions from behavior that could be mislabeled as hallucinatory-- and
unduly medicated.In this intriguing book, become familiar with: How "impossible" gifts such as
mind control and speaking unknown languages could be occurring in some people with autism.
Nobody knows why situations of autism are raising worldwide.
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I came across this book to end up being amazing and everyone should ."Stillman's book reveals
a group of people with autism with an awareness that most people don't have, a knowledge of
energies and auras, an awareness of divine guidance, an awareness of the state of the species.
This book is the reason why that will be so. Now Personally i think disheartened and don't know
very well what to think. I think it will help people understand autism from a deeper level and
from a spiritual level. We are only treating autism on one level which book allows you to see the
different measurements of autism and how exactly we can help everyone to cope with autism
from a medical and metaphysical levels. I found this reserve to be life changing. Stillman. Only if
William Stillman was around with all his knowledge of autism back in the 50's he could of
explained my many many experiences that I went through growing up.Why did I give this book
only 4 stars instead of 5? Stillman wrote about. Stillman describes in this chapter. All I
remember was I was sense petrified. I still even today wake up, not really screaming, but
questioning why I woke up in fact it is usually between your hours that Mr. Stillman speaks of.A
lot of my pets have portrayed identical behaviors that Mr. For instance waking up screaming
having both parents looking at me asking what was wrong.I understand that William Stillman is
one man and he cannot visit every home which has a person with autism living there but
composing his books may be the perfect way of getting the truth about autism out in the
world.We write this review because I believe in Mr. Four Stars didn't hold my interest the
complete time but enjoyed it IF ONLY I KNEW WHAT I UNDERSTAND NOW If only my parents
knew about autism when I was created. There were so often and I mean soooooo many times I
have felt like a "nothing" but after reading among William Stillman's books, specifically "The
Autism Prophecies," Personally i think such as a "something." I loved this publication until.. But
in the event that you were to provide the same survey to several neurotypical contemplatives,
you might discover some similar threads. Since I acquired this publication I have been reading it
voraciously. 1) Because the little bit on the first page of the Intro "autism is telling the world that
nature is in distress" can be an instance of a prophecy about autism. Some readers may are
having issues believing the events referred to in the chapter "Spiritual Warfare," and an autistic
child makes a bully's pulse a little quicker, adults with autism make the "bully feeling" of an
unwelcome energy tingle. I found this book to end up being exciting and everyone should read
it. Great book Actually helped me see autism in a spiritual level and realize how special these
people are and how they are even more in tune with 6th sense and various stories.I loved the
rest of the books as well . The average reader may be skeptical about some of the promises of
awareness and guidance created by the responders. My publication was in superb condition.
Not many people are comfortable with his Christian options. Fast, Friendly, Great condition! I will
definitely use them again. I really do wish he'd place more info about what can be carried out to
help with a few of these factors. It arrived quickly and the assistance was very friendly-
something I didn't anticipate, but was pleased to encounter. A previously undiscovered course
of contemplatives William Stillman has made a great contribution to the autism community, by
advocating the theory that autism doesn't imply a lack of cleverness. Suppose autism is similar
to, say, cerebral palsy, a substantial inconvenience in the physical/communicative realm, but not
a cancellation of cleverness.I actually grasp that in the not-too-distant future, some of the
thoughts of individuals with autism will be placed side-by-side with the thoughts and ideas of
various other contemplatives, and appreciated even more fully by the public at large. Therefore
the name "The Autism Prophecies" doesn't imply "prophecies about autism," but instead
"previously unshared thoughts about the world, from people with autism.. This awareness has a
price; visits from "unwelcome energies," unresolved ghosts, evil spirits. But then I noticed a



documentary that demonstrated tests which demonstrate that Facilitated Conversation ("FC") is
definitely "totally bogus" (not my phrases) and that the words that are produced with FC are the
words, mindful or subconscious, of the *facilitator*, not the autistic person.The last third of the
book is a collection of responses to a survey about spirituality and prophecy by people with
autism. I believe the average reader will end up being impressed by the subtlety of the
responses. Not everyone is comfortable with his Christian options It had been helpful..As
someone with Asperger's Syndrome, We take great comfort in this book, since it gives me the
theory that also if I'm not absolutely all that helpful to the world in a standard capacity, I can be
beneficial to the world in an alternate capacity, that the thoughts We ponder on in lots of a dark
hour have an objective.In Chapter 5 "Spiritual Warfare," which was my favorite area of the book, I
possibly could relate to so much that Mr. It relocated me deeply and I was surprised. It was
something that distracted from the arc of the reserve. 2) William Stillman is becoming
something of a lightning rod in the autism community, and he spent a while writing about the
way the autism community provides taken care of immediately him and his suggestions, once
again distracting from the point of the book. 3) Stillman can be a believer in the technique of FC
(Facilitated Communication), a concept that some individuals in the autism community deal with
with skepticism. He spent exactly four lines arguing for the validity of FC, and I needed him to
accomplish more, because most of the people he mentions communicate with the globe using
FC. The thought of The Autism Prophecies is normally that folks with autism are a lot much less
distracted by the physical realm than most people, and have the opportunity to think about the
world a lot more than most people..
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